
The Bible Meets Hamilton 

New Musical Uses Musicians Recording Around the World 

Lyrics and Music By Two sisters, 15 and 18 years-old  

Los Angeles, Hawaii, Poland, Jerusalem, Australia, and Singapore— 

The new musical His Story the Musical launches two songs in December ahead of its full cast recording 
to be released in Spring 2019. The singles being released are Arrive and Hey It’s Me. 

His Story has contemporary sound similar in style to Hamilton and Dear Evan Hansen. It is the story of 
the life of Jesus Christ. 

The musical is the work of teens Anna and Rachel Brown (now 18 and 15), and the production involves 
the work of dozens of professionals around the globe, including the legendary Wendy Waldman’s Long 
House Studios, award-winning Christian singer Christine Dente’, medalist Atom String Quartet, and 
noted producer Pawel Zarecki, from locations on four continents. “We have had musicians and vocalists 
recording in Poland, Los Angeles, Singapore and other locations, and now we’re in the stages of going 
from raw tracks to the final form” says Rachel Brown, now 15. 

Casting the musical involved reviewing “thousands and thousands” of singers on Youtube. Gabriel 
Brown, a.k.a. “Black Gryph0n”, voices The Angel, Peter, Satan, and a Pharisee. Gabriel has over a million 
Youtube followers and voiced roles in Pixar’s Finding Dory and Geronimo Stilton, among many others. 
Rachel and Anna are also in the cast. 

The Browns are two of 15 homeschooled children whose parents own The Thinking Tree and Dyslexia 
Games publishing company, and Anna has authored multiple bestselling books for the company. Both 
sisters are dyslexic and learn by creating. 

His Story and its songs will be released on most major electronic media, to be followed by a live online 
premiere Palm Sunday April 14, 2019 at 7pm Eastern. Licensing rights, score and backing tracks will 
follow. 

  

Who:           Anna and Rachel Brown 

What:              Two songs from His Story the Musical 

Where:            Label: The Thinking Tree on Spotify, iTunes, Pandora, and Amazon Music 

When:             December 18, 2018 

Web:                https://www.hisstorythemusical.com 
 
CONTACT:       Joshua Brown, Media Contact, Thinking Tree Productions 

                           317 622 8852*   contact@hisstorythemusical.com 

 


